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Dear customers,  
 
we would like to inform you about two solutions of charging terminals for charging for EHRLE 
CarWash Key. You will find both variants/novelties below: 
 
Variant 1: Charging terminal POS MIFARE for Ehrle CarWash Key  
 

 
 
  

 
Article number: 601153                                  
Price: € 1258,00 
 
For the charging terminal you don't need any further tools like a laptop. To initialize the keys 
you have to held close the display. The terminal is also suitable for external operators. Your 
turnover can be evaluated very easily. Receipt printing is also possible. More detailed 
information can be found in the enclosed short instructions (Attachment: Charging terminal 
and the programming instructions PAXS80). 
Important note: In case of vibrations and battery replacement, the charging terminal have to 
be send for our factory test.  
In short, this means for you: 

- Mobility:                                  Using without IT (laptop or computer) 
- Receipt printing:                     Receipt printing possible 
- Controlling:                             Monitoring of revaluations 
- Option:                                   Payment by credit card 
- Susceptibility to faults:           Not resistant to vibrations 
- Factory test:                           Necessary when changing batteries 

 
Info on RMA processing: In the future, you can choose between a used POS MIFARE 
charging terminal at a price of € 169.80 (not discountable) or the new USB 2.0 MIFARE 
charging terminal for your RMA requests.  
 
We ask you to check your existing RMA requests again and give us a feedback which 
terminal you will choose. 
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Version 2: USB 2.0 MIFARE charging terminal for Ehrle CarWash Key 
 

 
Article number: 601250                                  
Price: € 565,50 
 
This charging terminal always requires a computer to initialize the keys. The software is 
installed, then the keys can be initialized. Turnovers can´t be evaluated here. With this 
terminal, an optimal susceptibility to malfunctions is guaranteed. For more detailed 
information, please refer to the enclosed brief instructions (attachment: Charging terminal 
RFT02). 
In short, this means for you: 

- Mobility:                                  IT is necessary (laptop or computer) 
- Receipt printing:                     Receipt printing not possible 
- Controlling:                             No monitoring of revaluations possible 
- Option:                                   Payment by credit card and contactless payment 
- Susceptibility to faults:           Vibration resistant 
- Factory test:                           Not applicable 

 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Your EHRLE Sales-Team  
 
 


